
Post-Atlantean timeline

By Corinne Coster ~ July 2014

The intent with this document is to present if possible a comparative view of Earth history post Atlantis. Pease bear in mind that it is not an exhaustive  
document, and that the purpose is only to help those who want to research and know more about the real history of planet Earth.  

With that intention I  have used  The Ra Material from L/L Research  (on the right) as a 'non-human' reference, and compared it to dates and/or 
documents excerpted from mainstream/scholar human history (on the left).  However, most of the events described by those of RA are not directly 
dated, it's only by the reference to the event recorded in human history that the date has been written here.
The main structure of the RA timeline was excerpted from the work gathered by Dr. Scott Mandelker in his latest book, Book III  : Selected Essays 2001-  
2010. I have also added supplementary quotes mentionned by those of RA in the RA Material. 
If the reader finds events in the RA Material that are not reported below, then please feel free to send me an email with the quote reference from the  
RA Material and the link referencing your source of that human event. 

Also the amount of data being enormous I had to make a choice on what kind of astronomical calendar to use as a 3 rd reference. I finally decided to use 
one out of many Zodiacal ages, so the reader may find that this zodiacal age differs from other website.

BP: Before present time is calculated by adding 2,000 years to historical dates noted in BC. 

The dates below are merely indications helping to have a general idea of what might have been happening in the last cycle of 26,000 years. Please bear  
in mind that they do not represent accurate facts as history is recorded and written by humans, who in general have their distortions (ie. closer to our  
present time, one can notice the burning of many many books in the world, and so goes Earth history, in ashes and smoke!)

Thank you for understanding that this is a work in progress, and it may be updated whenever I find relevant information.

http://talkswithscottmandelker.com/


Zodiacal
Age Human history as taught in books & sacred texts EARTH history according to the RA Material

23,800 BP
Capricorn 

age

25,000 BP -- END OF 3D MAJOR CYCLE II 
No harvest; life-span 35-100 yrs. (pop. ~345,000)
South  American  group  (Elder  Race;  pop.  150;  life-span  900  yrs.)  all  4D+ 
harvestable, remain 3D

21,700 BP
Sagittarius 

age
19,550 BP

Scorpio
Eagle age
17,400 BP

Libra 
age

18,000 BP 
Ra contact with Egyptians (crystal-powered bell-shaped craft); UFO-sightings 
only

15,220 BP
Virgo 

age

15,000 BP 
Beginning of rapid, intensified Atlantean technological development in society

13,100 BP

Leo 
age

12,500 BP 
[EGYPT] 
Building of the Sphinx ?? (Bauval) 

13,000 BP 
Confederation  aid  to  Atlantis  (pyramids,  crystals,  healing);  life-span  much 
reduced
Initial usage of intelligent energy for negative polarization (cloning for genetic 
superiority)

Leo 
age

11,600 BP 
[NORTH AFRICA/EGYPT] start of Nabta culture 
Archaeoastronomical  stone  megalith  in  Nabta  Playa,  world's 
earliest known astronomy. Some scholars (University of Boulder) 
believe  the  complex  and  symbolic  Nabta  culture  may  have 
stimulated the growth of the society that eventually constructed 
the first pyramids (according to scholars' timeline).
 

http://wysinger.homestead.com/nabtaplaya.html
http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/town/parade/henryr/quest/sphinx/index.htm


11,500 BP
Ice age ends, catastrophic worldwide sea level rise
Plato's date for the sinking of Atlantis (Greeks)
[BABYLON] Black Sea floods, thought to be origin of ancient near  
east flood story
11,210 BP
[Peru] Some indication of human settlement in the early Archaic 
era (Norte Chico)

11,000 BP
Ra contact  with Egyptians  (direct  landings  teaching  Law of  One);  meaning 
distorted
First major Atlantean wars, ~40% population death, partial migration to North 
Africa

10,900 BP

Cancer
Scarab 

age

10,500 … 8,300 BP
Domestication of sheep, cattle, pigs and goats 

10,821 BP
Final  destruction  of  Atlantis  by  nuclear/crystal-energy  warfare,  civilization 
ends
Triple migration to safe, mountainous regions: Tibet,  Peru, Turkey (mystery 
school root)
9,600 BP 
Final  Earth  Changes  &  sinking  of  Atlantean  land-masses;  direct  result  of 
warfare

8,750 BP

Gemini 
age

8,000 BP 
Mother Goddess worshipped in Europe, Near East
[EGYPT] Predynastic Egypt. Patron deity of the main city is the 
vulture goddess Nekhbet   

8,500 BP 
Ra  enters/returns  to  Earth  inner  planes,  begins  Great  Pyramid  thought-
building

7,600 BP 
[BLACK SEA BASIN] Sea levels have been rising, and -- according 
to the disputed "Black Sea Deluge Theory" -- sea water suddenly 
begins pouring into the Black Sea basin, flooding vast amounts of 
inhabited  land  and  sending  people  on  new  migrations  with 
stories about a great flood.

http://www.fsmitha.com/time/timeline2.htm
http://www.realhistoryww.com/world_history/ancient/South_America.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/gilgdelu.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/gilgdelu.htm


Gemini 
age

Between 11,200 ~ 5,200 BP [SOUTH AMERICA/PERU] 
The  Norte  Chico  civilization consisted  of  about  thirty  major 
population centers. The oldest center, dating from about 11,210 
BP provides indication of human settlement. By 5,200 BP, human 
settlement and communal construction are readily apparent. […] 
Caral city was comprised of six pyramids (or platform mounds), 
two plazas, an amphitheatre, and ordinary houses.[...] The Norte 
Chico people were apparently very peaceful people, no evidence 
exists  of  weapons  or  defensive  fortifications,  and  no  evidence 
exists of Human sacrifice.

[SOUTH AMERICA/PERU] [PRE-INCAS] Nearby Caral Supe, another 
site was also built around 8,000 BP. The Sechin Bajo structure, is 
part of a series of pre incan ruins called the Sechin Alto Complex. 

7,500 BP 
Confederation  aid  to  South  America:  Amazon  landings/teaching, 
pyramids/lost cities

6,500 BP
Taurus age

7,000 BP  - [Between 9,000 ~ 7,000 BP]
[EGYPT] 
Building of the Sphinx??? (Schoch)

Taurus age 6,000 BP 
Overthrow of Matriarchy to be replaced by Patriarchy [...]

6,000 BP 
Great Pyramid completed by Ra/thought, instant appearance; 

Taurus age

5,760 BP
[JUDAISM] start of Jewish year count 
5,500 BP 
[SOUTH AMERICA/ECUADOR] Thriving of the  Valdivia Culture on 
the coast of Ecuador between 5,500 and 3,800 BP.
[EGYPT]  Lapis  lazuli  imported  from Badakshan (region  parts  of 

http://www.realhistoryww.com/world_history/ancient/South_America.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/time/timeline.htm
http://www.robertschoch.com/geodatasphinx.html
http://alternativearchaeology.jigsy.com/norte-chico
http://www.realhistoryww.com/world_history/ancient/South_America.htm
http://alternativearchaeology.jigsy.com/norte-chico


Afghanistan & Tajikistan) and/or Mesopotamia (Silk Road)

Taurus age

5,201 BP
[INDIA] Beginning of Kali Yuga, the current (and most evil) age 
5,200 BP
[PERU] human settlement and communal construction are readily 
apparent [...]

Taurus age

5,100 BP 
[EGYPT] Early Dynastic period (Naqada III) 
Narmer is said to unify both Egypts. 
Hor-Aha (aka  Horus-Aha,  son  of  Narmer)  becomes  pharaoh at 
about the age of thirty and ruled until  he was about sixty-two 
years old. 

Taurus age

5,000 BP 
[EGYPT] Egypt  is  united  through  warfare.  There,  human  and 
animal sacrifices continue. APIS, Bull god assimilated later on as 
Wesir (aka OSIRIS). Egyptians have many gods but Egypt has little 
rain and no myth of a flood. The rule of Egyptian kings is claimed 
to  be  associated  with  the  gods.  Kings  are  believed  descended 
from the gods and more deserving than common people.
[SUMER]  Among  the  Sumerians,  democratic  assemblies  are 
giving  way  to  the  authority  of  kings.  Priesthood  is  becoming 
distinct from working alongside others in the fields. Field labor is 
described as deserved subservience to the gods. Hardship is seen 
as a product of sin. People and animals are still sacrificed to gods.  
Floods are common and a story of a great flood exists. Trade and 
wealth are pursued. Competition for power between the kings of 
city-states  produces  wars  of  conquest.  The  warrior  tradition 
continues  with  men  dominating  women.  With  commerce, 

http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc1.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hor-Aha
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narmer
http://www.realhistoryww.com/world_history/ancient/South_America.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Predynastic_Egypt#Timeline


cuneiform writing develops. 

Taurus age

4,953 BP
[CHINA]  Chinese  Emperor  Fu  Hsi,  produced  first  version  of  I  
Ching, some references says it can be a transcription of an older 
form of divination dating back to 7,000 BP 
4,680 BP 
[EGYPT] First  traces  of  the  Egyptian  God(dess)  Maât as  the 
ancient Egyptian concept of truth, balance, order, law, morality, 
and justice. Maât has a was scepter and an ankh.

4,420 BP
Aries
age

4,500 BP 
[EGYPT] According to main stream science: Construction of the 
pyramids and Sphinx- around 2,500 BC

4,500 BP 
Additional global pyramids constructed from physical, Earth-based materials

Aries
age

4,300 BP 
[GREECE] Indo-Europeans move into southern Greece conquering 
the current population and making themselves into an aristocracy 
over those who had migrated there many centuries before. These 
latest  migrants  are  to be known as  the Mycenae Greeks,  who 
have gods similar to other Indo-Europeans, including a father god 
of the sky called Zeus, whom they believe has power over the 
entire world.
[ENGLAND]   In  what  today  is  England,  the  stone  monument 
Stonehenge is built.

Aries
age

4,000 BP
Abraham is said to be in Ur, and lived to the age of 175 (Bible) 
3,900 BP
[EGYPT]  Egypt is united again, followed by the rule of Pharaoh 
Amenemhet I. Common people have failed to win political power, 
and local lords are subservient again to one king, but common 

http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/time/timeline.htm
http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc1.htm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-africa-13315719
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maat
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ich/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ich/index.htm


people and lords have won recognition of having an afterlife like 
kings.  And  more  importance  is  given  by  all  to  the  goddess  of 
justice, Ma'at.   

Aries
age

3,800 BP
[BABYLON] Enuma Elish, Babylonian Creation Myth   
Hammurabi ruler in Babylon, author of  the Code of Hammurabi, 
earliest legal codex  
3,750 BP
[INDIA] Collapse of Indus Valley Civilization 
[EAST ASIA] Along the Yellow River (Huang He), conquerors start 
building  what  would  be  known  as  the  Shang  civilization, 
eventually  to  stretch  four  or  five  hundred  miles.  The  main 
concern of the Shang kings is power. They take slaves and practice 
human  sacrifice  to  please  the  gods  they  fear.  Women  are 
subservient  to  men.  Shang  kings  claim  to  be  descended  from 
ancestors who reside in heaven. Canals are dug for irrigation. 
[EGYPT] A literate people move through Canaan, take control of 
some cities there, and then they conquer northern Egypt. They 
have horses and light-weight chariots and introduce the Egyptians 
to  the  wheel,  new  musical  instruments,  new  techniques  for 
making bronze and pottery, new kinds of crops, new gods and 
new weapons of war. The Egyptians call them Hyksos. 

Aries
age

3,600 BP
[EGYPT] Egyptian  Book of the Dead. (Book of  Coming Forth by 
Day) 
3,593 BP 
[BABYLON] Hittites from Asia Minor, with horses and lightweight 
chariots, sack Babylon, ending the dynasty that had been created 

http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/egy/ebod/index.htm
http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm
http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/time/timeline.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/ham/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/ane/enuma.htm


by Hammurabi. Then they withdraw. 
3,600 - 3,300 BP 
Major Orion Middle East influence, distorted Confederation actions

 Orion distorts  previous  Yahweh aid  (builds  upon elite-group biases); 
replaces/co-opts  Yahweh  telepathic  contact  (negative  philosophy  to 
Hebrews); reveals UFO/fiery cloud

 Confederation/Yahweh  sexual/genetic  intervention:  strengthening 
Anak-group bodies

 True Yahweh sends love/light, telepathic info, manifests UFO/thought-
forms, inspire seeking

 Light-Quarantine around Earth strengthened in response to “serious” 
Orion inroads made

 Positive/Negative  conflict  =  “intense  portion  of  Armageddon”  on 
Earth’s 4D inner planes; Orion vs. Confederation engaged in continuing 
“thought-war” light-battles

Aries
age

3,525 BP 
[EGYPT]  The  Egyptians  drive  the  Hyksos  from  their  land.  The 
Egyptian king,  Thutmose I,  and his  subjects  pursue the Hyksos 
through Canaan and into Syria. 

Aries
age

3,500 BP 
[INDIA] Aryan  nomads  with  horses  and  light-weight  chariots 
packed in their wagons drop out of the mountains eastward into 
the Indus valley. They bring with them their sacred hymns and 
oral history -- stories that express their desire to please the gods, 
including their god Dyaus Pitar (Sky Father).  
[EGYPT] Moses,  trad.  Founder  of  Judaism.  Exodus  from  Egypt 
(Bible) 
[GREECE] Volcanic destruction of Thera, thought to be the origin 
of Atlantis story. 

Aries
age

3,491 BP
[CHRISTIANITY] According  to  Bishop  Ussher,  the  date  of  the 
biblical  flood.  The Ark touched down on Mt.  Ararat  on 5 May 
1491 BC (a Wednesday)
3,475 BP 
[BABYLON] Kassites conquered the southern part of the kingdom 
& returned (the idol of the god) Marduk to Babylon, and made 
him the equal of the Kassite Shuqamuna.

3,400 BP 
[PERSIA] Zoroaster/Zarathustra, o.c. Gathas, Avesta. First religion 
to  teach  individual  judgement,  Heaven  & Hell,  resurrection  of 
Body. 

http://www.avesta.org/avesta.html
http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/kjv/gen.htm#6:1
http://www.sacred-texts.com/atl/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/kjv/exo.htm
http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm
http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm


Aries
age

3,350 BP  
[EGYPT]  The Egyptian king,  Amenhotep IV change his  name to 
Akhenaten/Ikhnaton  (=living  spirit  of  Aten).  Believing  in  Maat 
(Truth & justice), Akhenaten change the main (multi god~Amon) 
religion to worship the Sun god Aton, whom he believes is the 
god of the universe. Egypt has withdrawn from Syria and Canaan. 

 He emphasizes the concept of Maat (truth) which is said 
that Kings inherited the duty to ensure Maat remained in 
place and they with RA are said to "live on Maat". Some of 
them incorporated Maat into their names, being referred 
to as Lords of Maat, or Meri-Maat (Beloved of Maat). 

 Building of the city Akhetaten (=horizon of the Aten), also 
called Amarna 

3,350 BP (???)
Ikhnaton contacted by those of RA 

Aries
age

3,200 BP
[JUDAISM] Origin of Judaism, o.c. of the Tanach, starting with the 
Torah (the first 5 books)  
3,194 BP 
[GREECE] Fall of Troy (events described in Iliad/Odyssey). 
3,100 BP
[MAYAN] Rise of Mayan culture 

Aries
age

2,990 BP 
[MIDDLE EAST] to 2,922 BP Time of King Solomon
2,800 BP
[GREECE] Homer (?), Iliad & Odyssey 

3,000 BP 
Orion group leaves Earth 3D skies; 
Confederation completes South America contact
Armageddon  4D  light  "thought-war"  continues/intensifies  (reduces  3D 
negative influence)

2,624 BP 
[NEPAL] The Bodhisatta (Sanskrit: Bodhisattva), or Buddha-to-be, 
is  born  in  Lumbini  (in  present-day  Nepal)  as  Siddhattha  (Skt: 

http://www.accesstoinsight.org/history.html#fn-2%20
http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/tan/index.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amarna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maat
http://www.fsmitha.com/time/bc2.htm


Aries
age

Siddhartha) Gotama, a prince of the Sakya clan. 
[GREECE/METAPHYSICS] Thales is born. He was the first to define 
general principles and set forth hypotheses - has been dubbed 
the "Father of Science," 
2,600 BP 
[CELTS]  The  Celts, spread throughout Gaul, Britain, Ireland, and 
other parts of Europe, Asia Minor, and the Balkans. 
[BABYLON] Babylonian Exile 
[HINDUISM] Rig Veda

2,600 BP 
Greek calling, 
Confederation aid leads to positive philosophy 
(Heraclitus, Thales, Pericles)

Aries
age

2,589 BP 
[INDIA/BUDDHISM] While  meditating under the Bo tree in  the 
forest at Gaya (now Bodhgaya, India) during the full-moon night 
of May, the Bodhisatta becomes the Buddha (age 36). During the 
full-moon night  of  July,  the  Buddha delivers  his  first  discourse 
near Varanasi, introducing the world to the Four Noble Truths and 
commencing  a  45-year  career  of  teaching  what  he  called 
"Dhamma-vinaya." 
2,580 BP
[TAOISM] Lao-tzu. Tao-te-ching. 
2,550 BP

[CONFUCIANISM] Confucius (K'ung tzu).  

2,540 BP

[HINDUISM] The Mahabharata.

2,535 BP 

[GREECE/METAPHYSICS] Heraclitus is born.

2,500 BP 
[GREECE/METAPHYSICS]  Heraclitus  fragments.  He  believed that 
the universe was an eternal fire (see Fire) 

http://www.heraclitusfragments.com/categories/fire.html
http://www.iep.utm.edu/heraclit/
http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/maha/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/cfu/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/tao/index.htm
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/ptf/dhamma/sacca/index.html
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/sn/sn56/sn56.011.than.html
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/history.html#fn-2
http://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/rigveda/index.htm
http://www.themystica.com/mystica/articles/d/druidism.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thales


Aries
age

2,460 BP 
[GREECE/DEMOCRACY] Pericles, statesman and leader of Athens 
from 2,460–2,429 BP,  organized construction of  the Parthenon 
and developed a democracy based on majority rule.

2,250 BP
Pisces age

2,400 BP 
[CHRISTIANITY] Book of Job
2,369 BP
[TAOISM] Chuang-Tzu (Tao-te-Ching 2,350 BP) 
[GREECE] Critias by Plato: contains story of Atlantis 
2,326 BP 
[INDIA  &  GREECE]  Alexander  the  Great,  invasion  of  India,  the 
Greeks settling the area equated Indra with their god Dionysus.  
Destruction of Avesta by Alexander (Zoroaster sacred texts) 

2,300 BP 
Confederation aid to Egypt only (telepathic contact, love/light)

Pisces age

2,240  BP
[CEYLAN - SRI LANKA] Ven. Mahinda establishes the Mahavihara 
(Great Monastery) of Anuradhapura, community that will become 
known as the Theravadins
2,213 BP
[CHINA]  Emperor  Ch'in  Shih  burns  books  including  Confucian, 
Taoist texts and the Five classics 
2,200  BP
[INDIA] The Bhagavad Gita (Hindu Text) is written
2,150 BP
[JUDEA] Early  Qumran (Dead Sea Scrolls) ancient settlement of 
the Essene? 

2,100 BP
[CEYLAN - SRI LANKA/BUDDHISM]  Ceylonese  Tipitaka,  collection 
of  primary  Pali  language  texts  which  form  the  doctrinal 

http://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/index.html
http://www.biblewalks.com/Sites/Qumran.html
http://www.avesta.org/timeline.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/cfu/index.htm
http://www.accesstoinsight.org/history.html#fn-2
http://www.sacred-texts.com/zor/sbe04/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/atl/critias.txt
http://www.sacred-texts.com/tao/taote.htm
http://www.biography.com/people/pericles-9437722#awesm=~oFickGWb0aYrIq


Pisces age foundation of Theravada Buddhism 
 2,047 BP
[GREECE]  First burning of the Library of Alexandria (by Romans). 
including works of Sappho, and possibly ancient manuscripts and 
maps from unknown Ice Age civilizations (ie. Piri Reis' map) 

Pisces age

2,000 BP
[CHRISTIANITY]  Birth of  Yeshua (Jesus) and  events described in 
the first four N.T. books. 
[BUDDHISM] Diamond Sutra, Heart Sutra.
1,970 BP
[CHRISTIANITY] New testament
1,944 BP ~ 1,922 BP
[JUDEA] Destruction of Qumran community (Essenes). (Dead Sea 
Scrolls)  
[CHRISTIANITY] Gospels of Mark, Matthew, Luke, John
1,935 BP
[CHINA] Entry of Buddhism in China

Pisces age

1,675 BP 
[TURKEY/CHRISTIANITY] 
Council  of  Nicaea convened in  Nicaea in  Bithynia  (present-day 
Iznik in Turkey) by the Roman Emperor Constantine. Claims are 
that it was to reach consensus in the church. 
Creation of a ‘book of the book’ (ie. the Bible) under Constantine; 
birth of Christianity (ie. a gathering of all existing religions until 
then).  [Bushby]

http://exminister.org/Bushby-forged-origins-NewTestament.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Council_of_Nicaea
http://www.ibiblio.org/expo/deadsea.scrolls.exhibit/Community/communit.html
http://www.ibiblio.org/expo/deadsea.scrolls.exhibit/Community/communit.html
http://www.sacred-texts.com/piri/index.htm
http://www.sacred-texts.com/time/timeline.


1,635 BP 
[ROME]  Burning  of  Sibylline  Books (collection  of  greeks 
prophecies  that  had  brought  greek  gods  into  the  roman 
pantheon) by Stilicho believer in Arianism (a form of Christianity)  
1,611 BP 
[GREECE] Second burning of library at Alexandria (by Christians).
 

1,430 BP 
[ISLAMISM] Muhammed , Qur'an

Pisces age

1,360 BP
[GREECE] Third (and final) destruction of Library of Alexandria (by 
Moslems). 
1,240 BP
[TIBET] Bardo Thödol (Tibetean Book of the Dead) 

Pisces age

1,054 BP 
[TIBET] Start of Tibetan calendar, Kalachakra Tantra 

946 BP
[CHRISTIANITY] Schism between East and West Church 

450 BP 
[MEXICO] Fray Diego de Landa acting bishop of the Yucatan threw 
into the fires the sacred books of the Maya
 

http://www.infosources.org/what_is/Book_burning.html
http://www.dedroidify.com/lost.htm
http://www.dedroidify.com/lost.htm


112 BP
Aquarius 

age

122 BP
[USA]  Nikola Tesla, inventor of the AC system, also invented the 
'Tesla Coil', and among many other things, he designed the first 
hydroelectric powerplant at Niagara Falls. 

115 BP
[INDIA] Birth of Bhagawan Nityananda ~ [Chidakasha Gita] 
 

“The one known as Nikola received information from Confederation sources 
desirous of aiding this extremely, shall  we say, angelically positive entity in 
bettering the existence of its fellow mind/body/spirit complexes. “ 

The Law of One Session 11.25  

Aquarius 
age

107 BP
[Switzerland] Einstein wrote his famous equation E=MC² 

“The  basic  equation  which  preceded  this  work  was  an  equation  brought 
through by a Wanderer dedicated to service to the planet.  That this  work 
should  have  become  foundation  for  instruments  of  destruction  was  not 
intended  and  was  not  given.  […]  This  entity  was  named,  sound  vibration 
complex, Albert. “                                            The Law of One Session 17.08~09

Aquarius 
age

102 BP
[Russia]  At  around  07:17  a.m.  local  time,  natives  and  Russian 
settlers in the hills  witness the “Tunguska event”. An explosion 
that at some places was registered as with tremors equivalent to 
5.0 on the Richter scale. 

“The destruction of a fission reactor caused this crater.” The detonation was 
due to a “drone” sent by Confederation which malfunctioned. “It was moved 
to an area where its destruction would not cause infringement upon the will 
of mind/body/spirit complexes.”                          The Law of One Session 17.05

Aquarius 
age

79 BP 
[GERMANY] Nazis and german student groups carried out a huge 
book burning over the 1930s and 1940s 

http://www.infosources.org/what_is/Book_burning.html
http://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=17&v=r
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunguska_event
http://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=17
http://www.biography.com/people/albert-einstein-9285408
http://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=11
http://www.suprememeditation.org/chidakasha1.html
http://www.bhagawannityananda.org/aboutsriguru.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tesla_coil
http://www.biography.com/people/nikola-tesla-9504443


Aquarius 
age

~ 62 BP [During 1950's]  Confederation meeting with Eisenhower : “The one of which 
you  speak  met  with  thought-forms  which  are  indistinguishable  from  third 
density. This was a test. We, the Confederation, wished to see what would 
occur if this extremely positively oriented and simple congenial person with 
no  significant  distortions  towards  power  happened  across  peaceful 
information and the possibilities which might append therefrom. “

The Law of One Session 24.19  

Aquarius 
age

57 BP
[USA] By order of the Justice Department the US Food and Drug 
Administration  (FDA)  burned several  tons  of  Wilhelm  Reich's 
publications that mentioned "orgone energy"  

Aquarius 
age

31 BP
[Sri Lanka] Sinhalese police officers on rampage burned the public 
library of  Jaffna;  A huge library  collection -  the second largest 
library in Asia - was destroyed with very rare ancient palm leaf 
volumes 
Among the destroyed items were scrolls of historical value and 
the works  and manuscripts  of  philosopher and author  Ananda 
Coomaraswamy (ie. The Living Thoughts of Gotama the Buddha)

31 BP 
(1981) RA contact with L/L Research, 
Beginning of “the RA Material: The Law of One books”

0 BP                                           (~ year 2012) date of the present moment when this timeline was started...

http://www.llresearch.org/?
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananda_Coomaraswamy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ananda_Coomaraswamy
http://www.infosources.org/what_is/Book_burning.html
http://www.infosources.org/what_is/Book_burning.html
http://www.infosources.org/what_is/Wilhelm_Reich.html
http://www.infosources.org/what_is/Book_burning.html
http://www.lawofone.info/results.php?s=24&v=r
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